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Our profile:

Semafo is a mining company, headquartered in Montréal, Canada with gold production and exploration activities in West Africa.  
The company currently operates three gold mines in Burkina Faso, Niger and Guinea.  The Company’s competitive advantage is 
attributable to our strong positioning in French West Africa, our experienced operating team and proven track record.  Semafo is 
committed to evolve in a conscientious manner to become a major player in its geographic areas of interest while maintaining 
principles and strengthening relationships to increase shareholder value.

2008 Objectives
 Successful start-up of the Mana mine

 Increase gold production by 60% through steady  
 quarterly growth to achieve total annual gold production  
 of between 165,000 and 185,000 ounces

 Continue expanded exploration process initiated in  
 2007 to increase resource and reserves

 Achieve ongoing stable production at the Samira Hill and  
 Kiniero gold mines

 Pursue strategic initiatives aimed at increasing   
 shareholder value

2008 Achievements
 Construction completed in 14 months
 Commissioning in 45 days
 Successful installation and commissioning of large  
 ball mill

 Semafo reports record production of 195,400 ounces of  
 gold for 2008
 Production increase of 84% over 2007

 Extension of West Balan gold zone at Kiniero to  
 reach 1.6 kms
 Drilling results identify significant new mineralization  
 over a 1.2-km strike length, confirming extention of the  
 Wona northeast deposit

 Kiniero and Samira Hill mines produced in excess of  
 121,000 ounces of gold in 2008

 Successful substantial reduction of hedge position using  
 a portion of financing proceeds 

“Without continual growth and progress,
such words as improvement, achievement, 

and success have no meaning.”
Benjamin Franklin
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2008 Highlights
  Successful start-up and commissioning of the Mana mine in Burkina Faso

  Record gold production of 195,400 ounces

  Record gold sales of $169.9 million

  Operating income of $33.1 million

  Net income of $39.5 million

  Cash flow from operating activities of $56.3 million

  Cash operating cost of $461 per ounce

  Return to profitability at the Kiniero mine

  Positive drilling results at Mana

  Semafo receives Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Saint-Laurent 2008 Alpha Award of Distinction for
  Environmental Protection

  Establishment of the Fondation Semafo – a non-profit foundation aimed at making a significant contribution
  and improving the quality of life in the communities in which Semafo operates

2009 Objectives
  Increase gold production by 18% to achieve total annual gold production of between 220,000 and 240,000 ounces

  Increase plant capacity at Mana mine to attain 6,000 tonnes-per-day in saprolite ore

  Continue exploration programs with a focus on increasing mineral resources in the high-potential Wona zone in Burkina Faso

  Maintain stable production at the Samira Hill and Kiniero gold mines

  Pursue accretive acquisition opportunities
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Benoit La Salle
President & Chief Executive Officer

“It was a year of major accomplishments at Semafo.  It was the most 
successful year in our Company’s history. We built a world-class facility.  
We stood strong during some of the most turbulent economic conditions 
in history.  We remained focused and committed.  We delivered on our 
promises.  We produced more than 195,000 ounces of gold.  We broke 
records. Our dedicated and experienced people made a difference.

In 2008, we attained new summits and achieved unprecedented 
milestones.  These achievements are now part of our history.  We have the 
momentum. We have one of the most experienced and successful operating 
teams in West Africa. We look to the future with a bold vision – to build 
sustainable growth.

For Semafo, 2008 was a landmark year.  We set the stage and will continue 
to manage growth to achieve our objective of becoming a major player in 
our geographical area of interest.

We look to tomorrow with a solid resolve to the ongoing effective management 
of our existing assets and the pursuit of opportunities.  At Semafo, 
decisions are being made to affect a positive tomorrow… we are expand-
ing our horizons.”



Mana mine
Burkina Faso



Note from the Chairman

At Semafo, our commitment to continual improvement begins with sound corporate governance practices.  Our 
belief in a corporate culture of integrity and respect for all of the Company’s stakeholders remains an integral part 
of our commitment to evolve conscientiously, growing the organization to become a major player in West Africa.

Semafo’s Board of Directors is committed to maintaining a high standard of corporate governance to consistently 
earn the trust of our shareholders and other stakeholders.  The Board’s stewardship responsibilities include the 
review and approval of strategic plans, financial performance and reporting, organizational structure, risk management, 
policies and procedures, and oversee compliance.  Members of the Board are accountable to all of our shareholders 
and are directly responsible for preserving and enhancing the underlying value of the Company.

 In June 2008, and in keeping with Semafo’s commitment to champion best practices in corporate governance, Mr. John LeBoutillier 
assumed the role of Lead Director, and as such will preside over regularly scheduled executive meetings of independent directors. We 
believe that strong, ethical leadership is essential to our Company’s success.

Historically, Semafo’s strong vision and elaboration of clear and comprehensive strategies has enabled us to foster success and, in more 
trying times, confront challenge with enthusiasm.  In 2008, Semafo’s management formalized and disseminated comprehensive vision 
and mission statements.   Presentations and documentation were communicated to employees throughout the organization explaining 
the details of these important principles.  Today, Semafo’s vision, mission and humanitarian mission have become an integral part of our 
Company’s values.

We believe that a successful entity is directly attributable to the strength and quality of its management team and employees; and 
recognize that comprehensive succession planning at all levels of management is an integral part of employee motivation and satisfaction 
and goes a long way to our goal of creating shareholder value.  Accordingly, in 2009, Semafo’s management has been mandated to 
ensure the future leadership of the Company via the creation and implementation of a comprehensive succession planning initiative.

 

Vision
Build an ethical, reputable, world-class gold company through a combination of exploration, development and acquisition.



At Semafo, we take pride in the good relationships that we have established and maintain with the countries in which we operate.  We 
believe that effective, sustainable development is rarely defined by a single act or event; but rather a series of actions or processes.   
Corporate social responsibility has always been a priority for us at Semafo and in 2008, we proudly announced the establishment of 
the Fondation Semafo.  This non-profit organization will continue Semafo’s efforts at effecting positive change within the communities 
and countries in which we operate.

The success that our Company celebrated during the year demonstrated that it is a well-managed, resilient organization. The Board is  
satisfied with the Company’s achievements in 2008 and believes that the positive results are an affirmation that disciplined execution 
combined with a solid governance structure contribute significantly to creating shareholder value.  Moving forward, we have laid solid 
ground work, through our qualified personnel, to accelerate growth and as such review all serious opportunities to expand in West 
Africa.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank the shareholders for their continued support and confidence in Semafo. 
I would also like to extend my sincere appreciation to the directors, management team, employees and other stakeholders for their efforts 
and accomplishments.  We are all committed to working collectively as a team in the pursuit of increased shareholder value.

Jean Lamarre
Executive Chairman of the Board

Corporate Mission
Establish enduring relationships with the countries in which we operate and through our experience, expertise and financial 

acumen, partner to responsibly develop natural resources.

Humanitarian Mission
Make sustainable contributions to improve the quality of life and livelihoods of the communities in which we operate 

through ethical health, education, social and environmental policies and programs.
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Letter to Shareholders
Semafo enjoyed a year of solid performance and growth in 2008.  We made great strides in achieving our goal of becoming a major 
player in our geographical area of interest.  

In 2008, Semafo produced a record 195,400 ounces of gold.  One of our objectives for the year was to increase gold production by 60 
percent.  We not only delivered on this promise, but surpassed our objective with an increase of 84% over our 2007 production.  These 
record production results are, in large part, owing to the strength and determination of our operations teams.  Our teams of experienced 
and dedicated individuals worked together to address operational and geological issues while achieving the smooth successful start-up 
and operation of our world-class Mana mine. 

Financially, we achieved net income of $39.5 million or 19 cents per share and record cash flow from operating activities of $56.4 million.  

Last year, Semafo established an action plan to eliminate its gold hedge position.  We adopted a no-hedging policy and in 2008 we 
successfully closed out 57,000 ounces of gold sales contracts.  By June 30, 2009, the Company is scheduled to retire all outstanding 
gold sales contracts, therefore allowing the Company to benefit completely from rising gold prices.

Clearly, moving forward, the ongoing rewards in production and cash flow will be significant.

Exploration programs initiated in 2007 were ongoing in 2008 with notable findings in Burkina Faso.  Our 2009 activities will focus on 
the underground potential of the Mana mine.  Moving forward, we are prioritizing exploration activities on our more than 5,000 km2 of 
permitted land on our three properties. 

Although 2008 will be remembered as one of the most tumultuous years in financial market history, gold recorded its eighth consecutive 
annual price increase.   Gold prices reached an all-time high in February 2008 exceeding $1,000 per ounce.  The markets closed on 
December 31 with a spot gold price of $881 per ounce.  

As we move into 2009 and continued uncertainty looms over the financial landscape, analysts and economic advisors predict an 
increased demand for gold as the world economy continues to suffer one of the greatest recessions of all times.  It has been repeatedly 
stated that gold will become the safe haven for investors all over the world and fund managers predict prices in excess of $1,200 per 
ounce for the precious metal by year-end.

We are pleased by what has been achieved in 2008 as we head into 2009 and look forward to a year in which all sectors of operation 
meet plan and exceed stakeholder expectation.  

We strongly believe that the Company is well positioned for the future, with gold production expected to reach up to 240,000 ounces 
for 2009.  Our priority remains the diligent management and operation of our three gold mines such that they continue to generate 
significant cash flow.   We are confident in our ability to increase shareholder value via the effective management of our existing assets 
as well as the pursuit of investment growth opportunities in West Africa.  We believe that the efforts made at our Company in 2008 
have laid the groundwork for an even better year in 2009…as we expand our horizons.

In closing, for the efforts of our committed employees, as well as the continued support of our neighbouring communities and other 
stakeholders in our host countries, we would like to express our sincere thanks for their ongoing support and confidence.

Benoit La Salle
President & 
Chief Executive Officer

Benoit Desormeaux
Executive Vice-President 

and Chief Operating Officer
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Our Operations
Operationally, Semafo delivered the most successful results in 
the Company’s history.  We effectively and efficiently brought a 
world-class gold facility on-line and produced over 195,000 
ounces of gold.

In 2008, we were determined to increase gold production by 
60% through steady quarterly growth. Not only did we deliver 
on this commitment, but we surpassed our objective by achiev-
ing an 84% increase over our 2007 production.

Our operating cost decreased slightly during the year and 
remained below the industry average at $461 per ounce. Our 
Company’s Montreal-based Procurement Department has 
played a paramount role in our quest to contain operating 
costs.  

Semafo’s procurement team of dedicated specialists was 
created in 2005 with two employees. Today, Semafo’s Procurement 
Department is made up of ten head-office-based individuals, 
with associate buyers located at each of our sites.  Procure-
ment has increased from 839 purchase requisitions in 2004 to 
4,259 in 2008 representing $16 million and $62 million respec-
tively.  We have developed in-house computer programs 
designed to virtually track the progress and location of our 
purchases, which, on average exceed 1,000 per day.

      

Mana, Burkina Faso
The Mana mine is Semafo’s newest mine, located approxi-
mately 200 kms west of Ouagadougou, the capital city of 
Burkina Faso. 

This exceptional property has over 900,000 ounces of mineral 
reserves, more than 1,000,000 ounces of measured and 
indicated resources and in excess of 500,000 ounces of 
inferred resources.  At the Mana mine, our permitted land 
covers in excess of 1,800 km2 over the resource-rich Houndé 
volcanic belt.
 

In 2008, we celebrated a record-breaking year for the Com-
pany, largely due to the success of the Mana mine.  From the 
14-month construction to the timely start-up and commercial 
production, Mana’s smooth, successful progress continues to 
be a testimony to the ongoing cooperation and contributions 
of our valued employees, contractors and suppliers.  In only 
nine months of operation, Mana produced 74,000 ounces of 
gold.

“Gold is always accepted and is the ultimate means of payment 
and is perceived to be an element of stability in the currency 

and in the ultimate value of the currency and 
that historically has always been the reason why governments hold gold.” 

Alan Greenspan

839

2004

4,259

2008



Exploration programs in 2008 revealed significant new miner-
alization over a 1.2-km strike length and confirmed the exten-
sion of the Wona northeast deposit.

 In 2009, and as part of our ongoing expansion project at Mana, 
the purchase of additional mining equipment and minor facility 
modifications will augment plant capacity to 6,000 tonnes per 
day for saprolite ore.

As well, in 2009, Semafo will invest $4 million in at-depth drilling 
exploration at Mana in order to evaluate the underground mine 
potential.  This program coupled with our regular exploration 
work is aimed at growing our resources and reserves base.

Kiniero, Guinea & Samira Hill, 
Niger 
The Kiniero mine is located in central Guinea approximately 
650 km east of the capital city of Conakry.

In early 2008, Semafo announced the receipt of the West 
Balan mining permit and the return to satisfactory production 
levels at the Kiniero mine.  Drilling results extended the West 
Balan gold zone, bringing the known strike-length to 1.6 kms.

Kiniero produced 51,700 ounces of gold during 2008.  We 
processed 558,900 tonnes of ore at an average head grade of 
3.24 g/t.  Gold recovery was 91%, in line with the previous year.

Semafo’s agreement with the Niger National Power Grid to 
provide electricity to the Samira Hill property contributed 
significantly to offset increased fuel and consumable costs and 
resulted in a substantial reduction in operating expenses.

The Samira Hill mine is located approximately 90 kms west of 
Niamey, the capital city of Niger on the 50-kilometer gold belt 
commonly referred to as the Samira Horizon.

Samira Hill had a good year, having produced 69,700 ounces of 
gold.  The plant processed a total of 1,521,400 tonnes of ore at 
an average head grade of 1.80 g/t.

At all of our properties, exploration programs undertaken in 
2008 will be continued and expanded upon in 2009. Explora-
tion activities will be ongoing on our more than 5,000 km2 of 
permitted land on our three properties.  

We expect stable production at all three mines in 2009 with 
Mana to account for 55% of our total production.  We remain 
determined to diligently manage operating costs moving 
forward.
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Our People, Our Greatest Resource

At Semafo, we believe that our greatest resource is our people; and our people are fundamental to the success of our Company. 

 

We value the contribution of all employees and appreciate individual dignity and cultural diversity.  We are also committed to attracting, 

retaining and developing the best people in the industry.  In 2008, Semafo’s employee base totalled approximately 1,800 employees.  

 

Our recruitment efforts have always been focused on the 

training and employment of local labour as part of our 

commitment to promote positive change within communities 

in which we operate.  We have continually endeavoured to 

minimize the number of expatriates.  Accordingly, our expatri-

ates account for only five percent of our total employee base, 

substantially below the industry average.

We are very proud to employ many exceptional and very talented 

people.   We believe that the development of these individuals is 

paramount to the success of the Company and instrumental to our 

ability to best face the challenges of tomorrow.  In 2007, we 

announced the development of a new systematic computerized 

program aimed at identifying and implementing timely individual and 

group training initiatives.  As a result, we introduced a number of 

new training and development initiatives including our geology 

program aimed at developing the skills of geologists and promoting 

internal advancement in the field.  Semafo’s Exploration and Geology 

Manager, Michel Crevier initiated the program in 2007 with the 

assistance of Dr. Damien Gaboury, Professor of Metallogeny at the 

University of Québec at Chicoutimi (UQAM).  At the end of 2008, 

more than 20 employees had already participated to the program 

and were putting into practice their new-found knowledge on a 

day-to-day basis.



In 2008, we launched a corporate-wide awareness campaign aimed at highlighting our Company’s vision and mission statements.  

As part of this process, we documented and communicated our corporate values. 

Semafo’s Values
Respect and Integrity
It is the foundation of everything we do: accountability, responsibility, honesty, transparency, environmental and employee safety 

and protection.

 

Excellence
We relentlessly pursue excellence in everything we do: through quality, effort, perseverance, continual improvement, honor, 

entrepreneurship, and leadership.

 

Know-How
We support individual and collective achievement as it directly impacts the organization: through leadership and employee 

performance, integration, management, evaluation, promotion, training, development and succession. 

 

Teamwork
We believe in the power of people working together to attain common goals.

In December, we published our debut edition of Le Prospecteur – an internal news journal 
designed to share information, anecdotes and success stories across the continents.

At Semafo, we value the contributions of our employees and endeavour to provide them 
with a safe and stimulating working environment. We believe that the health and safety of 
our employees and contractors is a key indicator of our performance.  Today, our 
enviable health and safety record remains one of the best in the industry and a demon-
stration of our commitment to our greatest resource, people. 

From the open pits in West Africa to the cubicles at our head office; from geology to 
procurement, construction, mine engineering and production, Semafo’s experi-
enced and dedicated employees remain fundamental to our Company’s success and 
our ability to conquer the future.



“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.”
Winston Churchill

Corporate Social Responsibility

Since its beginnings, Semafo has taken great pride in its commitment to operate in a manner that preserves the environment and the 
dignity of the communities in which it operates.  Semafo is dedicated to effect positive change through the ongoing support of local 
initiatives in education, healthcare and agricultural. 

In 2008, Semafo continued its endeavors to partner with communities to improve health and safety.  Last year, through an initiative 
availing employees and their families to medical consultancies, Semafo’s medical teams treated more than 12,000 men, women and 
children at our mines. In Guinea we built a health care facility and a literacy centre for women in the village of Kiniero.

We were unrelenting in our efforts to curb disease.  Our HIV/AIDS awareness and prevention programs were ongoing during the year 
and more than 800 vaccinations were administered under our meningitis campaign.

The year saw the establishment of Fondation Semafo, a not-for-profit organization created by Semafo and 
aimed at improving the human condition in Burkina Faso, Niger and Guinea.  This endeavor will, without 
a doubt, be remembered as one of Semafo’s greatest accomplishments of 2008. 

Once again, Semafo is pleased to have sustained its efforts to the development and realization of 
academic initiatives in our West African host countries.  In 2008, and in collaboration with Fondation 
Semafo, more than 3,400 books and manuals, as well as much needed school supplies and materials 
were donated and distributed to numerous villages and teaching facilities in Burkina Faso, Guinea and 
Niger.  We constructed five classrooms, including furniture, in Niger and a Franco-Arab school in Guinea.  
As well, we refurbished more than 100 classroom desks and chairs at the school in Wona, Burkina Faso.  

At Semafo, we strongly believe in empowering communities and individuals by providing tools and expertise to effect sustainable 
development and a better tomorrow.  To this end, in 2008, we drilled a new fresh-water well in Guinea and provided eight sewing 
machines, along with the necessary instruction, to young women in the villages of Bossey Bangou, Boulkagou and Libiri in Niger.  We 
also built a soccer field in the village of Wona and a multi-sport playing field for a school in Oury, Burkina Faso.  

Semafo is dedicated to being a responsible corporate citizen and continuing its conscientious stewardship to improve the quality of life 
in the communities in which it operate for present and future generations.
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Our West-African Partners
Maintaining sound relationships with the countries and communities in which we operate is 
a chief priority for Semafo.  Our relations have been, and continue to be based on openness, 
cooperation and social awareness.  We have always striven to uphold our commitment to 
build success responsibly.

During our 13 years of operation, Semafo has established and preserved many outstanding 
relations with individuals from our host countries.  

In 2008, we were touched and proud of what 
was said about our Company:

In Burkina Faso: 

 “As a matter of fact, we have come to convey the government’s recognition of Semafo for 
the confidence it has shown. Because, after all, it is an investment of 55 billion CFA francs. 

And you don’t invest 55 billion francs in something if you don’t have confidence in it.” 

Prime Minister of Burkina Faso, HE Tertius ZONGO, 
during the opening ceremony for the Mana gold mine

 
“The mine is of great benefit to us. Because of it, we will be able to further our develop-

ment. The mine is a major contribution to our communal development plan.” 

Mamadou Yédan, Mayor of Kona

“The start-up of the Fondation Semafo operations comes at the perfect time. Our 
communes depend on our ability to be organized and to work with reliable partners who 

can support us. When I see the glimmers of hope on the horizon, I am a very happy mayor.” 

Mahama Kélétigui Coulibaly, Mayor of Bana

“I salute Semafo’s methods, which focus on getting the people and the local authorities 
involved at the grassroots. This mirrors the decentralization process that is under way in 
our country. This participatory, inclusive approach makes it possible to identify the real 

issues among the people and to implement long-lasting solutions to their needs…. 
Semafo is thus contributing to the economic aspect of the decentralization process in the 

area and working alongside the government to combat poverty and achieve the millennium 
development objectives.” 

Toussain Abel COULIBALY 
Minister in charge of territorial communities 



In Niger :

“Semafo has become a major contributor in the consolidation of Canada-Niger cooperation.  Increasingly, Semafo is partnering on 
initiatives throughout Niger.”

“When manuals were being distributed to the village, the Secretary General for the prefecture of Téra kept saying: ‘Semafo is your 
partner and it has not forgotten you. It will continue to help you through initiatives that are far beyond your community budgets. We 

sincerely thank them and ask the foundation to strengthen the community initiatives implemented by Semafo .” 

Prime Minister SEINI OUMAROU
During an audience granted to Jean Lamarre and Benoit La Salle introducing the Fondation Semafo 

In Guinea:

“Developing our natural resources is a priority for our government today. Guinea needs strong partners who care for the environment 
and our people. Semafo is a model partner. It behoves me to congratulate Semafo Kiniero for all of its work and its conduct.”

Mahmoud THIAM
Minister of Mines & Energy, Guinea

“The people in these villages have the opportunity to live near the Semafo mine. The company works to ensure that our sons and 
daughters in Guinea are supported and have access to the conveniences brought by the Kiniero mine. I am thinking of medical 

services, schools and homes for women and young people, assistance for the authorities and the elders. I am thinking of the various 
donations, financial support and activities for our children and their schools. Semafo understands our needs and works in cooperation 

with us. For that we say thank you.” 

Naby Ibrahima DIAKITE
Minister of Communities & Community Development
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Forward-Looking Statements

This document contains forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding expectations of the 
Company as to the market price of gold, strategic plans, future commercial production, production targets, timetables, mining operating expenses, capital expenditures, 
and mineral reserve and resource estimates. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties and accordingly, actual results and future 
events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. Factors that could cause future results or events to differ materially from current expectations 
expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to, fluctuations in the market price of precious metals, mining industry risks, 
uncertainty as to calculation of mineral reserves and resources, risks related to hedging strategies, risks of delays in construction, requirements of additional financing 
and other risks described in the Company’s MD&A and other documents filed from time to time with Canadian securities regulatory authorities. Although the Company 
is of the opinion that these forward-looking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, those assumptions may prove to be incorrect. Accordingly, readers should 
not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Readers can find further information with respect to risks in the Company’s Annual Information Form and other 
filings with Canadian securities regulatory authorities available at www.sedar.com. The Company disclaims any obligation to update or revise these forward-looking 
statements, except as required by applicable law.
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Annual Shareholders Meeting
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